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ABSTRACT 

A Semi-Analytical Partial n'th Collision Source (SAPNCS) method that is 

fully compatible with the standard three-dimensional SN has been developed. The 

method generates a matrix operator that calculates scattering source for particles 

that have suffered n collisions in a selected number of mesh cells. Adopting this 

scattering source as distributed source, the standard three-dimensional SN method 

then calculates the remaining contribution to the flux. The sum of uncollided and 

collided fluxes yields total flux. Several tests for photon transport calculation in 

x-y-z geometry have been fully conducted and the illustrative results demonstrating 

the capability of the method to mitigate and eliminate the observable ray effects are 

presented. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Most errors in the SN method are caused by numerical diffusion and ray effects. 

The numerical diffusion arises from spatial discretization of the streaming term of the 

transport equation. The differencing approximations tend to "smear" the streaming 

photons into spatial regions that are, in reality, physically unaccessible. 

Some efforts to eliminate the numerical diffusion and ray effect problems have 

been developed. The method of streaming rays1'2 reduces drastically the numerical 

diffusion. However, it does not mitigate the ray effects. 

Ray effects are anomalous ripples that arise from the angular discretization of 

the streaming term of the transport equation. The ripples can be severe in problems 

with isolated sources and little scattering. 

Since the ray effects were reported for the first time, a lot of methods have 

been proposed and developed to mitigate or to eliminate the ray effects. Increasing 

the number of discrete directions has been proposed3 as the first remedy. Even though 

the larger number of directions were applied, effects are remarkably persistent.4 

The approach of alteration of the angular coupling in the streaming operator of 

the transport equation by applying a space-angle synthetics method was developed5. 

This method creates discrete ordinates-like equations with spatially varying direction 

in interval of solid angle. Unfortunately, no material result was provided. 



Trial functions were also used to create discrete ordinate-like equation. First of 

all, piecewise constant trial functions in angle over an octant of the unit sphere were 

applied6 in the second order even-parity form of the transport equation. Secondly, 

piecewise bilinear trial functions in the angular variable were used7 in the finite ele

ment method. Both methods approximated the hyperbolic transport equation by an 

elliptic set of partial differential equation. After being tested at the same condition8, 

both were successful to mitigate the ray effect, but were slow to converge. 

The conversion of discrete ordinates equations into spherical harmonics or 

spherical harmonics-like equation have been proposed. The method of converting 

SN into a PN-I solution in x-y geometry without an additional fictitious source was 

developed9. A conversion of SN into PL for L < N — 1 with an additional fictitious 

source was also developed10, even though it was not recommended11. Moreover, the 

SN - PN-I technique was extended12 to curvilinear geometry and a fictitious source was 

added into this solution. These approaches are time consuming because convergence 

rates are slow. 

A first collision source method13 has been developed to mitigate the ray effects 

in discrete ordinates calculations. The method analytically calculates the uncollided 

flux. The uncollided flux is used to create a first collision source. The source is 

then applied in the standard SN method to produce the collided flux. The sum of 

the uncollided and collided fluxes is finally considered as the total flux distribution. 

Unfortunately, the first collision source method can not reduce the ray effects and 

numerical diffusion that come from the multi-scattered particles. 



An extended first collision source combined with effective cross sections has 

been proposed for electron transport14. This method considers that the transport 

equation has fewer collisions but larger deflections per collision. Electrons that remain 

within a small solid angle centered about the same direction are considered to be 

extended uncollided particles. The effective uncollided flux is used to generate an 

extended first collision source. 

The use of a super computer in conventional discrete ordinates (SN) calcula

tion has been proposed15. This method uses a new discrete ordinates method that 

is particularly created for large-memory computers. It calculates combinations of 

elements of multiple collisions, integral, and conventional SN and produces a matrix 

operator. Source iteration is then calculated directly from this matrix. This method 

is able to reduce the ray effects and the numerical dispersion as well. 

An integral discrete ordinates method16 designed to take advantage of super 

computer capabilities has been developed. This method uses the same technique as 

the conventional SN method. The medium is divided into spacial mesh cells and the 

discrete directions are used. However, a nearly exact matrix representation of the 

streaming operator is used instead of an approximation differencing scheme. This 

matrix is then stored on large memory computers for repeated use in the source 

iteration. The integral method is capable of eliminating the ray effects and reducing 

the numerical dispersion. However, the promising method requires large memory 

computers to store the matrix and a large number of time consuming multiplications 

within the source iteration. For comparison, the conventional SN computation time 



varies as the number of mesh cells, but the time for integral computation may vary 

as the number of mesh cells cubed. 

A new semi-analytic partial n'th collision source (SAPNCS) correction is de

scribed here as a method to eliminate both the ray effect and numerical diffusion 

problem coming from original source and multi-scattered photons. As with the SN 

technique, the medium is divided into two regions. Each region contains a number of 

spacial mesh cells. Region A covers SAPNCS cells that have high scattering and low 

absorption cross section, while region B has low scattering with moderate absorption. 

The first uncollided flux is analytically calculated. The analytic result for the first 

uncollided flux is then employed to create the first scattering source. The first scat

tering source at region A is used to calculate the second uncollided flux. These steps 

are used until the n'th uncollided flux and n'th scattering source are found. Further

more, the n'th scattering source at region A and total scattering source in region B 

are applied as a distributed source for a standard three-dimensional SN method to 

calculate the collided flux. Finally, the sum of these two fluxes is the total flux that 

represents the overall solution of the problem and should be void of significant ray 

effects and numerical dispersion. 

When the medium is homogeneous, region A only, and n is close to infinity, the 

SAPNCS method is essentially an integral method. However, the SAPNCS technique 

assigns a small fraction of the mesh cells to region A and considers the number of 

collisions only up to 5. Therefore, the SAPNCS method is integral-SN hybrid method 

at same time, when it uses integrals for only a selected number of cells (region A) and 



it uses integral for only a finite number of collision, n. Consequently, the SAPNCS 

technique has two advantages : 

1. It should be much faster than the integral method on scalar machines. 

2. It is easily implemented into standard three-dimensional SN codes, (no multi

dimensional integral code exist). 

Numerical tests for four different geometric problems have been conducted. 

The first problem is an ordinary three-dimensional slab geometry with two different 

materials. The first material sitting at and around the source is called region A 

or SAPNCS region, and the other is region B. When conventional SN is used, ray 

effects will arise, even for Si6- However, a combination of SAPNCS method and the 

conventional SN could eliminate the effects. 

The second geometric problem is the same as the first one, but "artificial 

multiflying" material, material with relatively large scattering cross section, is inserted 

into cells in which the ripples would be passing through. Secondary ray effects arising 

from scattering sources could not be eliminated by first collision source correction 

alone. Higher collision source corrections are absolutely needed. 

The third test is geometrically different from the last two tests. A source and 

targets are placed across from each other. Huge blocks of "black-absorber" material, 

with a large absorption capability, are placed between them. No particles can go 

directly from the source to the Targets, because the "black-absorber" will absorb 

them completely. This very hard transport problem could not be solved easily by 



either Monte Carlo or the conventional SN method. The Monte Carlo method needs 

a huge number of histories and the SN method requires a very fine angular mesh. That 

means both methods need large computing time. However, the SAPNCS method will 

show how the particles reach the targets easily and fast. 

The fourth test is similar to the third, except targets are filled in with "artificial 

multifiying" material. The secondary source is expected to rise at the targets, and 

the higher flux distribution at and around the target is expected to occur. 

Geometric problem for the last test contents only the SAPNCS material. 

Monte Carlo-like method is one of the methods used. The others are Sn and SAP

NCS methods. The methods are used to calculate flux distribution for two different 

cross sections. The results from those methods for the same cross section are visually 

compared. The results from the Monte Carlo-like and SAPNCS methods are similar 

but the result from the SN method is lower than those from the previous methods. 

All those tests are visually presented. 
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CHAPTER 2 

METHOD OF DEVELOPMENT 

The transport equation can be written as : 

[O.V + <r{r, E)] $(r, Cl,E)  =  J dttdE' as(r, E'-*E, &->&)$(?, fi', E') + q (2.1) 

This equation can be symbolically written 

L$ = + q (2.2) 

where 

L = £l.V + a(r,E) (2.3) 

F = J dtt'dE' (2.4) 

$(r, Cl, E) — flux at position r, direction Cl, and energy E 

q = the extraneous source 

o(r, E) = the total cross section 

cra{r,E'—>Ei(l'—:>Cl) = the differential scattering cross section. 

When the medium is divided into two regions, A and B, the operator F pre

sumably consists of two parts : 

F = Fa + Fb, (2.5) 

superscript a and b refer to region A and B, respectively. This assumption should 

meet certain conditions in which : 
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Fa (2.6) 
F if r £ region A 

0 otherwise 

Similar as above, the flux $ can also be separated into two parts : 

$ = + $6 (2.7) 

$a is the solution of the transport equation as: 

L$a = Fa $a + q (2.8) 

where q is always inside region A. By combining eqs. (2.2), (2.5), (2.7), and (2.8), 

L$6 = F + Fb $a (2.9) 

The solution to eq. (2.8) can be expressed as : 

00 

= (2.10) 
e=o 

where 

i = 9 (2.n) 

and 

L $£+1 = Fa (2.12) 

All fluxes carrying the superscript 0 are called an uncollided flux, while those carrying 

the superscript i are identified as collided fluxes. $a can further be separated into 

two parts 

(2.13) 
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where 

n 

<^-=£*'a (2.14) 
(=0 

and 

4>r = E (2.15) 
t=n+l 

is the flux of particles that have not collided in region B and have collided less 

that n+1 times in region A, while $"+ is the flux of particles that have scattered 

more than n times in region A but have not collided in region B. When eqs. (2.10), 

(2.13), (2.14), and (2.15) are inserted into eq. (2.12) the result is 

=F a $ n
a + +F a $ n

a  (2.16) 

By inserting eq. ( 2.13) into eq. ( 2.7), the latter may be written as : 

$ = $Sn (2.17) 

where 

$sN = $& + (2.18) 

$sN is the flux of particles that have at least one collision in region B and/or at least 

n collision in region A. By adding eqs. (2.9) and (2.16) and inserting eqs. (2.13) and 

(2.18) into them it will be found 

L $Sn = F $SfJ + qn+1 (2.19) 
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where 

qn+l =jP6$n_+Fa$n (2.20) 

qn+1 are defined as distributed sources that entirely cover all the cells. 

and qn+1 have to be determined by using a semi-analytical method and 

eq.(2.19) is then solved by using a conventional SN solver. The flux should be 

free of ray effects and numerical diffusion errors. By choosing n and A appropriately 

$sNcan also be free of significant numerical errors. An appropriate choice of n and A 

would also minimize the computation time to calculate and qn+1, while it is still 

maintaining the total flux $ ( eq.(2.18) ) acceptably accurate. Two limiting choices 

of n and A are considered. First of all, with n = 0, for example, 

is the uncollided flux, and qn+l = q1 = F 3>° is the first collision source. Moreover 

eq.(2.18) and (2.20) result in the conventional first collision source correction13. If 

A is considered to be the entire medium and n equals infinity (oo), then $sN = 

= = 0, and finally $ = is the integral transport solution16. Therefore, the 

SAPNCS correction can range anywhere from a first collision source correction to a 

full integral transport solution. 

To obtain $™~and qn+1, first of all, the have to be determined by solving 

eq.(2.11) and eq.(2.12). Those equations can be expressed as : 

K = L"1 ql, I =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  n (2.21) 

where 

q° = q = extraneous source (2.22) 
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q'a = Fa aj-1 (2.23) 

and 

$e+i = L-i Fa (2.24) 

When expressed numerically, L_1 will be a (I x J x K) x (I x J x K) matrix, in which 

I, J, and K represent the number of spacial mesh cells for x, y, and z directions, 

respectively. For most cases, it is not feasible to solve this equation in its present 

form due to the large size of L"1. Since Fa is non zero only in region A, a (I x J 

x K) x (M) representation of L-1 denoted as L"1 is feasible, where M is the number 

of mesh cells in region A. Therefore, eq.(2.21) and eq.(2.24) become 

$1 = L"1 qi , * = 0,l,...,n (2.25) 

and 

â
+1 = L;1 Fa &a (2.26) 

However, as we now demonstrate, most of the calculation for eq.(2.24) can be carried 

out using an even smaller M x M representation of L-1 denoted as . 

Let be separated into two parts 

+ <6 (2.27) 

where 

= fluxes inside region A coming from (£ — l)t/l collision sources in region A 
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= fluxes inside region B coming from {I — l)th collision sources in region A 

When eq.(2.27) is inserted into eq.(2.26), the latter becomes 

¥» = LJ1 F,: [«L + (2.28) 

Yet Fa = 0, because operator Fa is zero inside region B and eq.(2.28) will become 

= L;1 Fa (2.29) 

As mentioned above, exists inside region A due to scattering sources in region A 

and the can then be calculated from 

C1  = Ka & *ia> £ = 0,1, . . .  ,Tl (2.30) 

where 

C = Ka Qa (2.31) 

and L~* is the (M x M) matrix representation of L-1. 

When eq.(2.22), eq.(2.25), eq.(2.29), and eq.(2.30) are inserted into eq.(2.14), 

we find 

= X>a (2.32) 
e=o 

= + (2.33) 
e=i 

= $°+X>i+1 (2.34) 
e=o 

= + XX'(2.35) 
£—Q 

= L: l[q + Fa  (2.36) 
^=0 

= L;'[? + p. sir11"! (2.37) 
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where 

*Sr"- = 2 (2-38) 
e=o 

From eq. (2.30), eq. (2.31), eq. (2.37), and eq. (2.38), we conclude that we can use 

L",,1, an (M x M) matrix, i times and L^1, an (I x J x K x M) matrix, once, instead 

of using L-1, an (I x J x K) x (I x J x K) matrix, (t + 1) times. 

When eq. (2.27) is inserted into eq. (2.20), the latter becomes 

qn+l = pb $n_ + pb $»- + ̂  ^ 

Fb = 0, because F& is zero inside region A. Consequently, eq. (2.39) above 

becomes 

qn+1 = Fb $n
a; + Fa $n

a (2.40) 

2.1 Computational Procedure 

The computational procedure for the SAPNCS technique can be summarized 

as 

1. The first uncollided flux, has to be calculated from eq. (2.31) 

*1 = Ka1 Q°a (2-31) 

Next, we iteratively calculate eqs. (2.30) and eq. (2.38) 

= K.1 K *L (2-30) 

= e (2.38) 
i-0 
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2. The flux can be obtained from eq. (2.37): 

*:- = L:i(«+J!,.*!r1)-) (2-37) 

3. The SAPNCS code then provides distributed sources, qn+1, for standard discrete 

ordinates SN code. The distributed sources will be obtained from eq. (2.40) : 

qn+1 = Fb^ + Fa^ (2-40) 

is part of inside cell B, so that eq. (2.40) can be rewritten as 

qn+l _ pb $n_ + Fa $n ^ ̂  

comes from eq. (2.37) while is obtained from eq. (2.29) with I + 1 = n. 

4. This distributed source is then used by the conventional discrete ordinates SN 

code to solve eq. (2.19): 

L $ S N = J P $ s N + ? n + 1  ( 2 . 1 9 )  

5. The total flux, $, is sum of the integral transport and SN transport contributions 

as stated at eq. (2.17): 

$ = + $Sn (2.17) 
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CHAPTER 3 

ALGORITHM 

We, first of all, analytically calculate the elements of operator L"1 which in

cludes all elements of L~J. The main contributions to a matrix element are 

the incoming and outgoing currents to a mesh cell A,-^fc located at coordinate (i,j, k) 

in region A. The incoming current at the surface area A{_i j k of cell At (figure 3.1) 

is, for example, 

-<r r. i(y,z) 
r fV '~h•>'+£•* 9e 2 j j to i \ 

= U ^ * "2 (JJ) 

where 

and 

ri_i(y,z) = + y2  + z2  (3.2) 

= cosine B = x^i/^Jx2^ + y2  + z2  (3.3) 

a — total cross section along the path of r{_i(y,z) 

£,•_! = projection of r;_i(y, z) along x axis 

A{_ i j k = surface area of cell A,-^ perpendicular to x axis 

= A y . A z 

Ay = the width of mesh cell Ajj,*. 

Az = the height of mesh cell A 
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Az 

0,0,0) 

Figure 3.1 Three-dimensional spatial discretization showing mesh cell Ajj,* 
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Using eq. (3.3), eq. (3.1) becomes 

—<r r. i(y,z) „ 
7 f Z >~h j  • *+£  9 e '  / \  1  J  J  fo  A\  = / / — (*<_$) 3  , ,  dydz (3.4) 

This equation is so difficult to solve analytically that we assume that an approximate 

solution has to be taken into account. The solution we are applying for is a cell-

averaged current coming perpendicular to surface area v4,_i j ^ : 

—a t . qe '  <-l i y 'z )  1 
4 x  K - i )  r*_k(y,z) ^  

where 

ri-t(y>z) = I ' J*'}-k j i  + y2  + z2  <iy d>- (3-6) 

and 

I = [Vi-hi+hk 1 dz (3 7) 
r l i ( y , z )  k - y - l *  (y/xly<k + y2 + z2)3 

Both the average distance from source to surface area A{_i,Jjfc, rt_i (y, 2), and r3 ^ ̂  

can be analytically calculated. Eq. (3.5) may be written equivalently as : 

= 9 (3-8) 

in which 

—a r. e - i-%(v<z) ! 
H,_1 ,-t = (®,-_i) , L —; r (3.9) ' 2'•?' 47r v t 2/ 1 2,j,fc r* ily,z) 
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Using particle balance the average uncollided flux can be expressed in terms 

of the cell surface current as 

^ ~ Ji+%,j,k) + (*A',j'-5,fc — ~ ̂ i,j,k+^) lQ  n  n\ 
Qi,j,k = 7T T7 \  (3-10) 

\ai,j,k *t,j,k) 

critjtk = total cross section of mesh cell A,-^ 

Vitjtk = volume of mesh cell A,-^ 

Inserting eq.(3.8) into eq.(3.10) and using analogous expressions for the remaining 

currents allows eq.(3.10) to be written as: 

*Pi,j, k — 7- TJ r q I <5.11 j 
\ai,3,k *t,j,k) 

and finally 

= [L_1]i,o,i,o,fc,o 90,0,0 (3.12) 

where 

[L_1]«,o,j,o,fc,o = 

ffi'-s.j.fe ^«'+5lj.fc) rc,J+l,fc) 
(ai,j,k V i> j>k) 

[L_1]i,o,j1o,fc,o = one element of the operator L"1 for mesh cell AJJ^ 

when a source is placed at mesh cell Ao,o,o-

(3.13) 
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The La 
1 matrix can be expressed as 

K1 = 

[Mi.1 

[[[L-1]]]!^ ••• [[[L-1]]]^ 

[[[L"1]]]!^ [[[L"1]]]^' -ii 

Mki 

The submatrix representation for the (fc, A:") operator is defined as 

[[L 1]]l,l,• [[L *]]J,",l,fc,fc" 

[1  ]]' • [[L~1]]j»,2,k,k" 

The sub-submatrix [[L can be expressed as 

[[L 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

[ [ L  ] } j , j " X k "  

[L -n ll»,2,j,j",k,k" 

]l ,I",jJ",k,k" ••• [L ]l",I",j,j",k,k" 

[L X]l,hh3",k,k" 

[^'~1]l,I",j,j",k,k" 

(3.16) 

where I", J", and K" represent the number of spacial mesh cells of region A for x, y, 

and z directions, respectively and I"xJ"xK" equals m. The matrix inside L~x is the 
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operator L"^. The operator L'1 represents uncollided transport between the cells in 

region A (call SAPNCS cells) and the whole cells. Thus, the L"1 is an [m x I x J x 

K] matrix. A matrix inside the operator L"1 is the operator L"^. The operator L~a 

represents uncollided transport between the cells in region A themselves and is an [m 

x m] matrix. Therefore, the matrix can be expressed as 

i -i _ 
^ao 

[Mi.1 [[[L-'ttki 

[[[L-1]]]!,^' [[[L-1]]]2,^ [[[L-1]}}^" 

The submatrix representation for the (k", k'") operator is defined as 

[[^ *]] 1,1 [[L-1]]2,l,fc",fc'" * * • [[L—1]]^",l,A:»,fc'» 

[[k 1]]l,2,fc",fc'" [[i'~1]]2,2 ,k",k"> • • ' 

[[L~1]]l,J»,A:»,fc'» [[L"1]]2,J»,A:"1fc'» * ' " [[L"1]] J",J",k",k"' 

The sub-submatrix can be expressed as 

[ [ [ L " 1 ] ] ]  k » , k > »  =  

[ [ k ~  ] ] j " , j » ' , k " , k ' »  =  

[L_1]l,2,i",j'",A:",A:'" [L-1]2,2lj",j'»,fc",fc'" 

[L J]l,I",j",j'",k",k"' [L 1]2,/»,i",J»/,A:»,A:»' "• [L 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 
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The extraneous and scattering sources are exclusively located in the region A. 

A vector displaying the distribution of sources may be expressed as 

(li = 

\ 
m\h 

[[» 

v UMk" ,  

(3.20) 

The subvector representation for the (k") source is defined as 

imh"= 

1 Mu<< ^ 

[[?%,*» 

[[?%,*<< 

[{<!%»,»• 

(3.21) 

The sub-subvector [[<7£]]j»,fc» can be expressed as 

[[«?*]] = 

( \ 

fc" 

i",k" 

(3.22) 
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The result of multiplying the matrix L~* by the vector q^, the can be 

expressed as 

1 [[Mi N 

= 

amh 

v m e } ] ] K " ,  

(3.23) 

The subvector representation for the (k") source is defined as 

' [Mli.*- ^ 

[[[*']]]«." = 

[MM-

[Mv 

[MW» , 
The sub-subvector [[$*]]j",jt» can be expressed as 

(3.24) 

[$*]l,j»,A:" 

I*W, k" 

(3.25) 
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Unlike the $*a, the occupies the whole mesh cell. So the can be 

expressed as 

$n-^ a 

1 [P"-]]]i ^ 

[[[*"-]]]» 

mn-]]h 

x  K M k, 
(3.26) 

The subvector representation for the (k) flux is defined as 

( [[*n"]]x,* X 

ll*n-]hk 

[[[$"-]]]* = [[*"-]]a.fc 

{ [[^"]]^ 

The sub-submatrix [[$"™]]j,fc can be expressed as 

( \ 

P^hjjk 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 
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The qn+1 occupies the same mesh cell as the , so the <?n+1 can be expressed as 

qn+1 = 

' [[[?n+1]]]i ^ 

[[[?n+1]]]2 

[[[?n+1]]]3 

v [[[9"+1]]]^ , 
(3.29) 

The subvector of the k th  source can be expressed as 

[[[<f+1]]]fc = 

1 [[?n+1]]u ^ 

[[?n+1]]2lfc 

[[Ok* 

v [[<?n+1]U* , 

(3.30) 

The sub-subvector [[<7n+1]]j,/fc can be expressed as 

[[<zn+1]k* = 

( \ 
[9n+1]i,i,fc 

[9n+1]2,i,fc 

[?n+1]3,i,fc 

[?n+1]/,i,fc 

(3.31) 
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CHAPTER 4 

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 

Chapter four gives our computational results using the SN and the SAPNCS 

methods for four test problems. Both the SN and the SAPNCS methods were tested 

under the same conditions for each problem. This chapter is composed of five sections. 

Section one describes the overall structure of the test problems. Section two explains 

test problem one, and sections three through six discuss test problems two through 

five, respectively. 

Each of our test problems uses 861 mesh cells that have the same dimension. 

The individual mesh cells have a width of one centimeter, a height of one centimeter, 

and a length of 31 centimeters. Figure 4.1 gives the dimensions of an individual mesh 

cells. Figure 4.2 shows the overall structure of the four test problems. 

4.1 Overall Structure of Test Problems 

HEIGHT 
(1 Cm) 

LENGTH 
(31 Cm) 

WIDTH 
(1 Cm) 

Figure 4.1a Individual mesh cell 
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Z 

21 
/////////////////////////////////////////A 

V, 

1 

x 
21 

Point Source 

Figure 4.1b General geometric scheme of tests 

41 

Each of the test problems has 41 mesh cells along the y-axis and 21 mesh cells along 

the z-axis. This arrangement creates a matrix of mesh cells with a size of (41 x 21). 

For all test problems, an isotropic photon source is located at the center of mesh 

cell (21 x 1). Figure 4.1b shows the photon source as a dark circle. The source 

releases monoenergetic photons. The shaded cell is used to indicate the SAPNCS cell 

which is a high scatter and low absorption cell. The SAPNCS cell has a macroscopic 

total cross section of 0.1 cm-1 and a scattering cross section of 0.09 cm-1. The 

unshaded or homogeneous cells are low scatter regions with moderate absorption. 

The homogeneous cells have a macroscopic total cross section of 0.06 cm-1 and a 

scattering cross section of 0.01 cm-1. 
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The five test problems basically based on one general geometric scheme shown 

in Figure 4.1b will be performed. 

4.2 Test Problem One 

21 
Z/////////////////////////////////////W 

X 
21 

SAPNCS Cells Point Source 

Figure 4.2 Geometric scheme for test problem one 

41 

4.2.1 Description of Problem 

Figure 4.2 describes a geometric scheme for test problem one. The geomet

ric scheme of test problem one is based on the general geometric scheme with the 

SAPNCS cells extending from mesh cell 18 to 24 in width and from mesh cell 1 to 4 

in height, so that there are 28 SAPNCS cells including one cell where the source is 

located. 
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4.2.2 Objective 

The objective of this test is to demonstrate the capability of the SAPNCS tech

nique to eliminate the ray effects. Several tests were conducted using the conventional 

discrete ordinates for angular quadratures of 2 (S2) to 16 (Si6). 

4.2.3 Test One 

The first test was performed using S2. Ray effects were very severe as shown in 

Figure 4.2.1. When Semi-Analytical Partial First Collision Source (SAPiCS) was ap

plied, the ray effects were considerably mitigated. Figure 4.2.1a shows barely notice

able effects that still exist. The effects were totally eliminated when Semi-Analytical 

Partial Second Collision Source (SAP2CS) was used as illustrated in Figure 4.2.1b. 

4.2.4 Test Two 

The second test was conducted for S4. The ray effects were larger in number 

but less severe than the test for S2 as indicated in Figure 4.2.2. Unlike the first test, 

the ray effects disappeared when SAPiCS was applied. Figure 4.2.2a demonstrates 

the effectiveness of the SAPNCS method to eliminate the ray effects. 

4.2.5 Test Three 

Ss was used to perform the third test. Figure 4.2.3 shows the present of the 

ray effects. The ray effects were much less noticeable than in test two. When SAPiCS 

was used, the effects disappeared as illustrated in Figure 4.2.3a. 
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4.2.6 Test Four 

An additional test for S12 was conducted. The ray effects were much less 

noticeable than in the previous three tests as illustrated in Figure 4.2.4. The ray 

effects were eliminated when SAPiCS was applied as shown in Fig. 4.2.4a. 

4.2.7 Test Five 

The last test for test problem one was performed using Si6. The ray effects 

were barely noticeable, except on cells near the source. Figure 4.2.5 shows that the 

ray effects were also present even in high angular quadrature. SAPiCS was used to 

eliminate the ray effects as demonstrated in Figure 4.2.5a. 
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0.030 

o Y°AX(S tpri 

Figure 4.2.1 Flux distribution from S2. 
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Figure 4.2.1a Flux distribution from SAPjCS coupled with S2 
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Figure 4.2.1b Flux distribution from SAP2CS coupled with S2 
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Figure 4.2.2 Flux distribution from S4. 
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Figure 4.2.2a Flux distribution from SAP,CS coupled with S4 
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Figure 4.2.3 Flux distribution from Ss. 
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Figure 4.2.3a Flux distribution from SAPjCS coupled with S8. 
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Figure 4.2.4 Flux distribution from S12. 
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Figure 4.2.4a Flux distribution from SAP,CS coupled with S12 
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Figure 4.2.5 Flux distribution from Si6. 
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Figure 4.2.5a Flux distribution from SAPjCS coupled with S16 
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4.3 Test Problem Two 

21 
////////////////////////////////////////M 

I 

1 

i 
s v 

s V 
s V 

s 

1 / 21 \. \ 41 

^ SAPNCS Cells Point Source "Artificial Multiplying" Cells 

Figure 4.3 Geometric scheme for test problem two 

Shaded cells are SAPNCS cells , high scatter and low absorption regions. Circles 
are "artificial multiplying" cells that have a large scattering cross section. The 
"artificial multiplying" cells are placed at the path in which the ripples occur, 
and the remaining cells are low scatter regions with moderate absorption. A 
disk, a circle with the center filled in, is an isotropic source. 

4.3.1 Description of Problem 

Figure 4.3 describes a geometric scheme for test problem two. The geometric 

scheme of problem test two is similar to test problem one, except large scattering 

cross section material was inserted into specific mesh cells. The scattering cross 

section of this material was 1.2 cm-1 which is thirteen times larger than that of 

SAPNCS material. The mesh cells with large scattering cross section material are 



called "artificial multiplying" cells. The "artificial multiplying" cells are divided into 

three groups. Figure 4.3 indicates the position of the three "artificial multiplying" 

cells. The "artificial multiplying" cells were located in coordinates (1,15,5), (1,21,11), 

and (1,27,5). The first term in the braket is the x-coordinate, the second term is the 

y-coordinate, and the last term is the z-coordinate. The "artificial multiplying" cells 

were placed on paths where the ray effects were suspected of occurring. When the 

ray effects hit the "artificial multiplying" cells, secondary sources were created. As 

a result, new or secondary ray effects arose and the initial ray effects became much 

more noticeable. 

4.3.2 Objective 

The objective of this test is to demonstrate the capability of the SAPNCS 

technique to eliminate first and secondary ray effects as well. There are four groups 

of tests were conducted. The first group of tests were performed by using S2 and 

combination of SAPiCS and S2, SAP2CS and S2, SAP3CS and S2, and SAP4CS and 

S2. The second group of test applied S4, SAPiCS combined with S4, and SAP2CS 

coupled with S4. The third group used Ss, SAPiCS combined with Ss and SAP2CS 

combined with S8. The fourth group applied S12, SAPiCS combined with S12, and 

SAP2CS coupled with Si2. 



4.3.3 Test Group One 

The first test conducted using the "artificial multiplying" cells was S2. Both 

first and secondary ray effects were very severe, as shown in Figure 4.3.1a. When 

SAPiCS was applied, both first and secondary ray effects were considerably reduced as 

seen in Figure 4.3.1b. The first and secondary ray effects were substantially reduced. 

SAP2CS was then used to reduce further the ray effects. The SAP2CS method worked 

very well to reduce the ray effects as illustrated in Figure 4.3.1c. This figure shows 

that the first ray effects were barely noticeable and that the secondary ones were even 

smaller. A SAP3CS was then utilized to get the effects reduced even further. Figure 

4.3.Id demonstrates that the first ray effects were totally gone and the secondary 

ones were less noticeable. Finally, the SAP4CS was applied and both effects totally 

disappeared as shown in Figure 4.3.le. 

4.3.4 Test Group Two 

A test for S4 was performed under the same conditions as test one except the 

number and positions of the "artificial multiplying" cells. Four "artificial multiplying" 

cells were placed at coordinates (1,11,5), (1,17,10), (1,25,10), and (1,30,5). 

In this test, the first and secondary ray effects were noticeable, but less severe 

than in test one as seen in Figure 4.3.2a. The secondary ray effects are minimal, 

because the secondary sources are also less powerful. When SAPiCS was used, both 

the first and secondary effects were slightly reduced as shown in Figure 4.3.2.b. The 

effects were finally eliminated after SAP2CS were applied as seen in Figure 4.3.2c. 



4.3.5 Test Group Three 

The third test was conducted for Ss with four "artificial multiplying" cells. 

Locations of the "artificial multiplying" cells were slightly different with test group 

two. The cells were placed at coordinates (1,11,5), (1,17,10), (1,25,10), and (1,30,5). 

The results were similar to test group two. The first and secondary ray effects 

were noticeable, but less severe, as illustrated in Figure 4.3.3a. However SAPiCS 

alone could not eliminate the first and secondary effects as shown in Figure 4.3.3b. 

Consequently, the SAP2CS had to be used to eliminate the effects totally as illustrated 

in Figure 4.3.3c. 

4.3.6 Test Group Four 

The fourth and final test was conducted using S12 with four "artificial multi

plying" cells on coordinates (1,11,3), (1,19,9), (1,23,9), and (1,30,3). 

The first and secondary ray effects were less noticeable than using S2, S4, and 

Ss- Figure 4.3.4a shows the result for S12. When the SAPiCS were applied, the ray 

effects were still present as seen in Figure 4.3.4b. Therefore, the SAP2CS was used 

to eliminate the effects as demonstrated in Figure 4.3.4c. 
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4.4 Test Problem Three 

z 

21 

1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~-¥ y 

X Point Source 

Figure 4.4 Geometric scheme for test problem three 

4.4.1 Description of Problem 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the geometric scheme for test problem three. The geo

metric scheme for test problem three involves "black absorber" cells, SAPN CS cells, 

target cells, and homogeneous mesh cells. 

There are three blocks of "black absorber" cells. The "black absorber" cells 

are the darkest cells in Figure 4.4. The cells have very large absorption cross section. 

The macroscopic absorption cross section of the "black absorber" cells is one million 

em -l and the scattering cross section is zero. The first block of the "black absorber" 



cells has x, y, and z coordinates which range from (1,1,7) to (1,20,9) where the first 

term in the bracket is the x coordinate, the second term is the y coordinate and 

the third term is the z coordinate. The second block of the "black absorber" cells 

ranges from (1,22,7) to (1,41,9). The third block is located higher on the z-axis with 

coordinates which range from (1,2,14) to (2,40,18). 

In the geometric scheme for test problem three, there are six blocks of the 

SAPNCS cells present. The first block of the SAPNCS cells is located at cell (1,21,1) 

where the source is located. The second block of SAPNCS cells is placed at the center 

of the y-axis and extends from (1,21,10) to (1,21,13). The third and fourth blocks of 

SAPNCS cells are located at the first and the last cells along the y-axis and form set 

one. Block three extends from (1,1,10) to (1,1,13). The fourth extends from (1,41,10) 

to (1,41,13). The fifth and sixth blocks of SAPNCS cells are also located at the first 

and the last cells along the y-axis. Their z-axis coordinates extend from 19 to 21. 

The fifth and sixth blocks also form a set (second set). 

The target cells range from (1,21,19) to (1,21,21) and have the same cross 

sections as the SAPNCS cells. The homogeneous cells have a macroscopic total and 

scattering cross sections of 0.06 cm-1 and zero, respectively. 

4.4.2 Objective 

The objective of this test problem is to demonstrate the capability of the 

SAPNCS technique to solve a very hard transport problem, as compared to the con

ventional discrete ordinates (SN) method. Three groups of tests have been conducted. 



The first group of tests used SN in which N ranges from two to sixteen. The second 

group applied S2 coupled with SAPNCS and the last group adopted S4 coupled with 

SAPNCS. 

4.4.3 Discrete Ordinates (SN) Method 

This problem could not be solved easily by the ordinary discrete ordinates (SN) 

method. Particles coming out from the source could not go directly to the target cells, 

since "black absorber" was present between the source and the target. All particles 

reaching the absorber cells will be absorbed. Only those particles which travelled 

around the absorbing blocks and remained within the geometric scheme reached the 

target cells. The ordinary discrete ordinates (SN) method requires large N and many 

iterations. 

4.4.4 SAPNCS Method 

Some particles emanating from the source went directly into first block and 

second block of the SAPNCS cells. A small percentage of the particles which entered 

the first and second blocks of the SAPNCS cells will be scattered. As a result, the 

first and second blocks of the SAPNCS cells became first scattering sources. Some of 

the scattered particles which leave the second block of the SAPNCS cells reach block 

three and four of the SAPNCS cells and which leave the first block reach the second 

block only. The third and fourth blocks of the SAPNCS cells become secondary 

scattering sources for particles leaving these two SAPNCS blocks. Particles coming 



out from the third block go to the fifth block, and outgoing particles from the fourth 

block go to the sixth block. The fifth and sixth blocks then became third scattering 

sources and spread out the scattered particles. Finally the particles coming out from 

the third scattering sources reached the target. Only a very small fraction of the total 

particles transmitted could reach the target. 

4.4.5 Test Group One 

A group of tests were conducted using S2, S4, Ss, S12, and Si6- The first test 

was performed using S2. The ray effects as result of the conventional SN calculation 

were blocked by the "black absorber" as shown in Figure 4.4.1a. No particles could 

even pass through a channel located between the first and second "black absorber" 

blocks. 

When S4 was then applied, particles coming out from the source were able to 

reach the fifth and sixth blocks of SAPNCS cells as seen in Figure 4.4.1b. Yet they 

could not go further to the target. 

When Sg was used, the particles were barely able to go further to the target 

as shown at Figure 4.4.1c. Yet the number of particles reaching the target was very 

limited and was almost unnoticed. 

A larger angular quadrature S12 was utilized and the particles were expected 

to reach the target. However, only a small fraction of particles was able to do so as 

illustrated in Figure 4.4.Id. 
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Finally, Si6 was tested. A larger fraction of particles could reach the target as 

illustrated in Figure 4.4.le. 

4.4.6 Test Group Two 

Two other groups of tests were conducted under the same conditions as above. 

The first group of tests used S2 and SAPNCS with the number of collisions from one 

to five. 

When SAPiC was applied, particles coming out from the source only reached 

the first and second blocks of SAPNCS cells. No first scattering source was created. 

Distributed source was created in the cells below the first and second blocks of "black 

absorber", between the first and second blocks of "black absorber" and the second 

block of SAPNCS cells. When S2 was used, the contribution of flux from S2 was very 

limited. Total flux was also dominated by SAPNCS cells as shown in Figure 4.4.2al. 

SAP2C was then applied and the first scattering sources were created at the 

first and second blocks of SAPNCS. This scattering sources contributed fluxes, in

cluded the fluxes along the paths between the first and third blocks of "black absorber" 

and between the second and third blocks of "black absorber". Therefore the particles 

were able to reach the third and fourth blocks of SAPNCS cells but they stopped 

there. The distributed source was created further up to the third and fourth blocks 

of SAPNCS cells. S2 was then applied. The total flux was significant up to the third 

and fourth blocks of SAPNCS cells and was zero beyond those blocks as illustrated 

in Figure 4.4.2a2. 



In order to get the particles go further, one higher step of SAPNCS, SAP3CS, 

was used. The second scattering sources were also created at the third and fourth 

blocks of SAPNCS cells. The particles could go to the fifth and sixth blocks of 

SAPNCS cells. The distributed source was available up to the fifth and sixth blocks 

of SAPNCS cells. When S2 was used, the total flux could not reach the target as 

shown in Figure 4.4.2a3. 

Scattering sources were created at the fifth and sixth blocks of SAPNCS cells 

when SAP4CS was used. Consequently, the scattering sources could release particles 

that have the ability to reach the target. The distributed source was created in the 

target cells. Finally, the cells which have the same z coordinate as the target were 

fully occupied by particles as illustrated in Figure 4.4.2a4. 

When one higher step of SAPNCS, SAP5CS, was taken, the result was no 

different from the previous test as seen in Figure 4.4.2a5. The use of SAP5CS was 

unneccesary. The convergence in this problem was obtained by SAP4CS. 

4.4.7 Test Group Three 

The second group of tests was using S4 and SAPNCS with the number of 

collisions from one to five. 

First, SAPiCS combined with S4 was used. At large z-axis, the flux from S4 

was greater than the flux from S2. This combination was able to spread the particles 

out to the fifth and sixth blocks of SAPNCS and a little farther beyond that areas. 

Yet those particles could not reach the target as shown in Figure 4.4.3al. 
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One higher step for SAPNCS, SAP2CS, was applied. This SAP2CS could 

provide distributed sources for S4 up to the third blocks of SAPNCS cells. The S4 

had the ability to spread a small fraction of particles out to the target as shown in 

Figure 4.4.3a2. The fraction of particles that reached the target was so small that it 

was almost unnoticed.. 

SAP3CS was then used. The distributed source was available one block farther 

up to the fourth and fifth blocks of SAPNCS. From those areas the S4 was capable 

of distributing the particles to the target as demonstrated in Figure 4.4.3a3. 

When the SAP4CS combined with S4 was used, the result was quite the same 

as the result obtained from the SAP3CS combined with S4 as demonstrated in Figures 

4.4.3a4 and 4.5.3a5. Additional collisions higher than three did not give any different 

result. Therefore, the SAP3CS combined with S4 provided an adequate result for this 

problem. 



Figure 4.4.1a Flux distribution from S2 for a very hard transport problem. 



Figure 4.4.1b Flux distribution from S4 for a very hard transport problem. 



Figure 4.4.1c Flux distribution from Ss for a very hard transport problem. 



Figure 4.4.Id Flux distribution from Sla for a very hard transport problem 



Figure 4.4.1e Flux distribution from S16 for a very hard transport problem. 
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Figure 4.4.2al Flux distribution from SAP,CS coupled wi 
transport problem. with S2 for a very hard 



Figure 4.4.2a2 Flux distribution from SAP2CS coupled with S2 for a very hard 
transport problem. 



Figure 4.4.2a3 Flux distribution from SAP3CS coupled with S2 for a very hard 
transport problem. 



Figure 4.4.2a4 Flux distribution from SAP«CS coupled with S, for a very hard 
transport problem. 



Figure 4.4.2a5 Flux distribution from SAP5CS coupled with S2 for a very hard 
transport problem. 



Figure 4.4.3al Flux distribution from SAPjCS coupled with S4 for a very hard 
transport problem. 
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Figure 4.4.3a2 Flux distribution from SAP2CS coupled with S4 for 
transport problem. a very hard 



Figure 4.4.3a3 SAP3CS coupfed with S, for a very hMd 
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Figure 4.4.3*4 Flux distribution from SAP4CS coupled with S4 for a very hard 
transport problem. y 



Figure 4.4.3a5 Flux distribution from SAP5CS coupled with S4 for a very hard 
transport problem. 
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4.5 Test Problem Four 

Z "Black Absorber" 
Target= "Artificial Multiplying" Cells 

21 

y 
1 

X Point Source 

Figure 4.5 Geometric scheme for test problem four 

4.5.1 Description of Problem 

The geometric scheme for test four is primarily based on the geometric scheme 

for test three with the exception of the target cells. "Artificial multiplying" material 

that has a macroscopic scattering cross section thirteen time larger than SAPNCS 

scattering cross section was inserted into those cells. 

4.5.2 Objective 

The main objective of this test problem is to demonstrate the effect of the 

presence of "artificial multiplying" material on the target cells to the flux distribution. 



Three groups of tests were conducted. The first group used the SN method for angular 

quadratures of 8, 12, and 16. The second group applied S2 combined with SAP4CS 

and SAP5CS. The last group was performed by using S4 combined with SAP3CS and 

SAP4CS. 

4.5.3 Test Group One 

The first group began with Ss- The Ss was able to deliver a small fraction of 

particles to the target. The particles then initiated a scattering process in the target 

that eventually became a scattering source. Consequently, flux in the target cell 

was slightly higher than in the surrounding area as shown in Figure 4.5.1a. When 

we compare Figures 4.5.1a and 4.5.1c, there was almost no effect for the flux in 

surrounding cells by putting "artificial multiplying" material in the target cells for 

this test. 

When S12 was applied, the effect of "artificial multiplying" material was no

ticeable as shown in Figure 4.5.1b. The fraction of particles reaching the target was 

big so that the scattering source was also more powerful. Consequently, the scat

tering source was able to distribute flux in the surrounding area. In fact, the flux 

in the surrounding area was larger than the flux without the "artificial multiplying" 

material. 

When S16 was used, the number of particles coming to the target was much 

bigger and the scattering source was also much stronger as illustrated in Figure 4.5.1c. 

Therefore the effect for the surrounding area was very significant. 



4.5.4 Test Group Two 

The combination of S2 and SAP4CS started the test for the second group. 

Flux in the target and surrounding area was slightly higher than the flux obtained 

without "artificial multiplying" material inside the target cells as shown in Figure 

4.5.2b for S2 and SAP4CS. Compared to the result of Si6 as seen in Figure 4.5.1c, the 

flux in the target or surrounding area was slightly higher too. 

SAP5CS combined with S2 was then used. The flux in the target and sur

rounding cells was much higher than the flux obtained from S16 or the combination 

of S2 and SAP4CS as demonstrated in Figure 4.5.2c. 

4.5.5 Test Group Three 

When S4 combined with SAP3CS was used, the effect of using "artificial mul

tiplying" material in the target cells was noticeable as demonstrated in Figure 4.5.3a. 

The flux inside the target or at surrounding cells was very much higher than the flux 

obtained from the same combination but without "artificial multiplying" material 

inside the target cells. 

S4 combined with SAP4CS was then used. The flux inside the target and sur

rounding cells was slightly higher than the flux obtained from Si6 or the combination 

of S4 and SAP3CS as demonstrated in Figure 4.5.3b. 

When SAP5CS combined with S4 was used, the flux in the target and sur

rounding cells was very much higher than the flux obtained from Si6- It was also 

slightly higher than the flux obtained from the combination of S2 and SAP5CS. 
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Figure 4.5.1a Flux Distribution from S§ for a very hard transport problem 
with "artificial multiplying" material in target cells. 
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Figure 4.5.1b Flux D^nbution from S12 for a very hard transport problem 
artificial multiplying material in target cells. 
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Figure 4.5.1c Flux Distribution from S16 for a very hard transport problem 
with artificial multiplying" material in target cells. 
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Figure 4.5.2a Flux Distribution from SAP3CS coupled with S2 for a very hard 
transport problem, with "artificial multiplying" material 
in target cells. 



Figure 4.5.2b Flux Distribution from SAP.CS coupled with S2 for a very hard 
transport problem, with "artificial multiplying" material 
in target cells. 
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Figure 4.5.2c Flux Distribution from SAP5CS coupled with S2 for a very hard 
transport problem, with "artificial multiplying" material 
in target cells. 
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Figure 4.5.3a Flux Distribution from SAP3CS coupled with St for a very hard 
transport problem, with "artificial multiplying" material 
m target cells. 



Figure 4.5.3b Flux Distribution from SAP4CS coupled with S< for a very hard 
transport problem, with "artificial multiplying" material 
in target cells. 
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Figure 4.5.3c Flux Distribution from SAP5CS coupled with S4 for a very hard 
transport problem, with "artificial multiplying" material 
in target cells. 
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4.6 Test Problem Five 

/ 21\ 
SAPNCS Cells Point Source 

Figure 4.6 Geometric scheme of test problem five 

4.6.1 Description of Problem 

The geometric scheme for test problem five is primarily based on the general 

geometric scheme for all tests, however all cells in the geometric scheme are SAPNCS 

cells. 

4.6.2 Objective 

The purpose of this test is to show that the flux distribution from the SAPNCS 

technique are highly comparable to the flux distribution from a Monte Carlo-like 

technique. The flux distribution from the SN technique is also compared. There were 
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two groups for test problem five. The different between the two group is based on 

macroscopic total and scattering cross sections. 

4.6.3 Test Group One 

Test group one used a macroscopic total and scattering cross sections of 0.1 

and 0.09 cm-1 respectively. 

The first test for test group one used a Monte Carlo-like technique. Ten million 

histories were used. Figure 4.6.1a demonstrates a flux distribution from the Monte 

Carlo-like technique. A smooth flux distribution was generated. 

Figure 4.6.1b shows the flux distribution for test two using Sj6. The peak of 

the flux is lower than the peak obtained from the Monte Carlo-like technique. Despite 

the use of Si6 and a higher scattering cross section, ray effects are still present. 

The third test used SAPiCS coupled with S2, identified as SAP1CS-S2. The 

peak of the flux distribution is slightly higher than the peak from the Monte Carlo-like 

test as shown in Figure 4.6.1c. The ray effects are slightly noticeable. 

The fourth test used SAPiCS coupled with S4, identified as SAP1CS-S4. The 

flux distribution is almost identical to the flux distribution for test three. However, 

the ray effects are no longer visible. 

4.6.4 Test Group Two 

Test group two used a macroscopic total and scattering cross sections of 0.0001 

and 0.00009 cm-1 respectively. 
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The first test for test group two also uses ten million histories for the Monte 

Carlo-like technique. Figure 4.6.2a shows the flux distribution using the Monte Carlo

like technique. Irregular fluctuations occur on the flux distribution. 

Figure 4.6.2b shows the flux distribution for test two using Si6- The flux 

distribution peak from this test is the smallest peak obtained from all four tests in 

test group two. The ray effects are also present. 

On the other hand, the SAP1CS-S2 technique does not produce the ray effects 

as illustrated in Figure 4.6.2c. The flux distribution is very smooth. The flux distri

bution peak is slightly higher than the peak from the Monte Carlo-like technique. 

Figure 4.6.2d shows the flux distribution obtained from SAPiCS - S4 technique. 

The flux distribution is again very smooth. In addition, the flux distribution peak is 

very close to the peak from both the Monte Carlo-like technique and the SAP1CS-S2 

technique. 

4.6.5 Comparison Between the Two Groups 

Overall, the flux distribution peaks from test group two are lower than the 

flux distribution peaks from test group one. 

The flux distribution from the Monte Carlo-like technique for test group two 

(Figure 4.6.2a) is quite different than the flux distribution from the Monte Carlo-like 

technique for test group one (Figure 4.6.1a). The irregular fluctuations in Figure 

4.6.2a are caused by inadequate histories. In order to get a smooth distribution, as 

many as 30 million histories would be required. 
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The ray effects on the flux distribution from Si6 for test group two are more 

prominent (Figure 4.6.2b) than those for test group one as shown in Figure 4.6.1b. 

The much lower scattering cross section is a major contribution to this. 

The flux distribution from the SAP1CS-S2 test for test group two (Figure 

4.6.2c) is much smoother than the flux distribution from the same test for test group 

one (Figure 4.6.1c). The ray effect is not present in Figure 4.6.2c. 

The flux distributions from the SAP1CS-S4 test for both test group one and 

test group two are almost identical as shown in Figure 4.6.Id and Figure 4.6.2d, 

respectively. Both flux distributions are very smooth and without ray effects. 

The flux distribution from the Monte Carlo-like technique and the flux dis

tribution from the SAP1CS-S4 technique are similar. The similarity between those 

two flux distributions is reasonable enough to confirm the validity of the SAPNCS 

technique. 
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Figure 4.6.2a 
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Figure 4.6.2b Flux distribution from S16 on homogeneous cells 
for total cross section = 0.0001 cm-1. 
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Figure 4.6.2d Hux distribution from SAPlCS coupled with S4 on homogeneous 
cells for total cross section = 0.0001 cm"1. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

The SAPNCS method is definitely capable of solving the ray effect problem. 

This method can eliminate the ray effects that rise from Si6 and even S2. The ray 

effects rising from the fewest directions of SN, S2, are much more persistent than 

those rising from the higher directions. The higher directions of SN need only the first 

collision source in order to eliminate the ray effects. However, the fewest directions of 

SN, S2, used the second collision source to get the same result from higher directions. 

We therefore conclude that the SAPNCS method is able to eliminate the ray effect 

while keeping the calculation total number of directions on discrete ordinates, N, 

relatively small. 

The capability of the SAPNCS method to mitigate or eliminate the ray effect 

has widened into secondary ray effects. The secondary effects arising from secondary 

sources are very severe and persistent. They can not be eliminated by using the first 

collision source alone. Second or higher collision sources have been used to solve this 

problem. In fact, this method is able to mitigate, and even to eliminate, the secondary 

ray effects. 

This SAPNCS technique is also able to handle a very hard transport problem. 

The use of Monte Carlo technique is unlikely to solve this problem, unless very many 

histories are used. The conventional discrete ordinates technique also needs high 
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number of discrete directions and iteration processes to deal with this problem. Both 

techniques require enormous computational time. These are technically inefficient 

and economically expensive. On the other hand, the SAPNCS technique solves the 

problem with moderate consumption of computational time and yields better results. 

The agreement between Monte Carlo-like technique and SAPNCS method is 

reasonable enough to confirm the validity of the SAPNCS method. Established codes 

are needed for further confirmation of the validity of the SAPNCS method. 

This SAPNCS method can be carried out without a single modification of 

present day SN codes. The distributed source generated by the SAPNCS method is 

perfectly suitable to the SN- Moreover, this method is easily implemented in three-

dimensional SN codes. For these reasons, this SAPNCS method is a very promising 

method for solving three-dimensional transport problem. 

This promising method has a lot of room for improvement. The first step of 

improvement is to extend the method to anisotropic scattering. It requires moderate 

modification of the SAPNCS code. The next step is either to put multi-group en

ergy models into the code or to apply the SAPNCS technique to curved geometries. 

The latter suggestion would be difficult to implement, but for many applications the 

SAPNCS method is very promising. 

The symmetry of the test problems suggests the possibility of dividing the test 

regions in two, and using reflection boundary conditions at the mid-plane. This is 

another recommendation for future research. 
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